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1. Summary

3. Model

2. Creating Adversarial Examples

Contributions:

q Using large knowledge bases to capture common linguistic phenomena (e.g., WordNet)

q GAN framework to train a robust model

q Adversarial examples allow a task-specific but model-independent approach

q Effective in small/medium training data: +2.8% on SNLI (1%), +4.7% on SciTail (100%)

q Robustness to long-tail patterns: +6.1% on negation examples in SNLI

Task: Given a

q NLP

q Datasets

q SNLI (Bowman et al., 15)

Prediction (Parikh et al., 16) Premise and Hypothesis

entails (56.5%)
P: The dog did not eat all of the chickens.

H: The dog ate all of the chickens.

entails (92.1%)
P: The red box is in the blue box.

H: The blue box is in the red box.

q Discriminator: entailment system (Parikh et al., 16)

q Generators: data-augmenter from Grule and Gs2s

q a simple approach but already shows gains

Example Type Knowledge Source
Relation in 
Knowledge

Function
New 
Label

Knowledge Base

WordNet
(Miller et al., 95)

Hypernym (x, y)

SUBSTITUTE x with y in 
a sentence (s)

E
Antonym (x, y) C
Synonym (x, y) E

PPDB 
(Ganitkevitch et al., 13) x ≡ y E

SICK
(Marelli et al., 14) c (x, y) c

Hand Rule domain Knowledge NEGATE NEGATE (s)
Neural training Data (Seq2Seq, c) Seq2Seq (s) c

(x/y is premise or hypothesis sentence ) 
( Entail, Contradict, Neutral )

4. Evaluation
q Dataset: SNLI (570K) (Bowman et al., 15), SciTail (27K) (Khot et al., 2018)

q We train on small set but also that we test on the full set. 

q +6.1% on nega-SNLI test (examples containing handful of negation patterns)

+4.7% on SciTail (100%)+2.8% on SNLI (1%) Ablation

Adversarial training to create a 
robust discriminator (c.f. normal 

GAN for robust generator)

Motivation:

q Homogeneity of crowd-sourced dataset: (e.g., SNLI, SQUAD)

q Limited linguistic variations (e.g., negation) & annotation artifacts (Gururangan et al., 18)

q Homogeneity in learned models failing to cover long-tail patterns or linguistic phenomenon
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S2S, E
S2S, C
S2S, N

PPDB, E
SICK, N

WordNet, E
Hand, C

Examples produced by our function:
(E.g. use synonym (air, atmosphere) for WordNet)

https://github.com/dykang/Adventure

